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Art historian and critic Sven Lütticken sketches how concepts such as
transparency and opacity, openness and secrecy are being used by artists in
increasingly subtle ways. They are particularly interested in the question of
how we can make ourselves ‘visible as something other (either more or less)
than the kind of subject to which we tend to be reduced’.

We live in the age of open secrets. More than anything else, WikiLeaks has shown the
relative weakness, in today’s global empire, of the essential Enlightenment act that is the
revealing of hidden secrets. Such revelations may endanger American or European troops
in Afghanistan, but in Europe and the USA their effects seem limited, as there is plenty of
online outrage, but little in the way of political effects – and WikiLeaks has itself come
under attack for its ‘lack of transparency’. Perhaps it is one of the ‘zones of opacity’ that
the Invisible Committee deems necessary. 1 According to this logic, a prying police state
that wants to turn its subjects into see-through citizens has to be countered with opacity
even while the state’s own zones of opacity are relentlessly critiqued. After all, is this
‘transparent’, ‘democratic’ system not a de facto conspiracy in the service of the happy
few? But the strategies of radical groups and their corporate antagonists mirror each
other: Julian Assange approved of the News of the World hacking people’s phones, even
while bemoaning that these practices did not go far enough. 2 He did not pause to
question the complete perversion of the ideology of transparency in the hands of Rupert
Murdoch and his goons.
It is a recurring feature of modernity that attacks on an opaque system that functions as a
de facto conspiracy themselves take on a conspiratorial character – from the
Enlightenment (Masonic lodges) via anarchist cells and Georges Bataille’s Acéphale and
various groups of the 1970s to, precisely, the Invisible Committee and WikiLeaks. 3 Such
oppositional forces produce strange blends of opacity and transparency – opaque
transparency and transparent opacity – that mirror the state of affairs they oppose. Thus
rather than with a static opposition between hiding and uncovering, we are dealing with a
dazzling dialectic. More than ever, it is futile to side with either opacity or transparency as
such. Rather than turning openness into a cult or promoting the cult of secrecy for its own
sake, the aim should be to examine the collusion between the two poles so as to develop
strategies for prying open the cracks in the apparently seamless surface of opaque
transparency – to exacerbate the latent contradictions and turn them into overt antinomies.
This is where art comes in. Not only have various artistic and quasi-artistic groups, from
symbolism to the Situationist International via surrealism and Bataille, taken on cult-like
or conspiratorial forms, but the very fabric of the modern work of art is an object lesson in
the dialectic of opacity and transparency. For much of modernity, visual art has perfected
techniques for mystifying through openness, laying bare its procedures with obscure
results. The work of art being a commodity that is both eccentric and exemplary, art can
be seen as a form of political economy that intervenes in as much as it reflects on Art
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today’s opaquely transparent and transparently opaque spectacle. 4
Structure and System
Theodor W. Adorno analysed the development of modern art in terms of an ever more
rational construction. 5 However, this constructive rationality did not result in works that
were transparent and devoid of mystery. On the contrary, it is the apparent rationality of
ever more carefully planned construction that cements their status as riddles. 6 In a
disenchanted world dominated by technocratic ‘purposive rationality’, Adorno averred that
art constitutes a scandal because it cannot rid itself of magic, of primeval enchantment.
Even the most constructive modern art remains fundamentally mimetic. In its mimicking
of rational construction methods it is a kind of ‘secularized magic’ that reveals itself as
make-believe, as Schein, as illusive appearance. 7
Some modern artists went very far in their mimetic appropriation of technocratic
rationality. This is true in particular of some movements in European art around the 1960s,
including Zero in Germany and the Dutch Nul group. A fetish in these circles was the
notion of structure, praised by Jan Schoonhoven in terms that barely disguise their
Platonism: ‘Structure gives line and form substance. Structure is reality. Structure
determines the effects of light.’ 8 Structural transparency also suggested a social analogy:
transparent, non-hierarchical art for a modern and rational society. 9 This analogy broke
down in the late 1960s, with Sol LeWitt’s emphasis on the irrational nature of grid
structures, and with Hans Haacke’s investigation of (social) systems.
Haacke had actually operated in the margins of the ZERO movement, collaborating for
instance on the aborted ‘Zero op zee’ event that the Dutch Nul group attempted to
organize by the sea in Scheveningen. Haacke created pieces that often used modern
materials to investigate natural phenomena – his Condensation Cubes were closed
Plexiglas cubes that are more or less transparent depending on the room temperature and
the resulting amount of condensation inside the cube. For the critic Jack Burnham,
Haacke’s practice was one important indicator of a changing relationship between art and
technology, as well as of a move away from object-based art to systems art. According to
Burnham, the structures of most 1950s and early 1960s art remained ultimately illusory,
belonging to the world of appearances: they were still visual compositions rather than
functional constructions. 10 But more fundamentally, the analysis had to move up a level,
from structure to system. Systems theory, with its roots in biology, promised to be a new
paradigm that would in fact ‘diminish the distinction between biological and nonbiological systems’, and a new systems-oriented art would ‘deal less with artifacts
contrived for their formal value, and increasingly with men enmeshed with and within
purposeful responsive systems’. 11
In the late 1960s, Haacke moved from investigating ‘natural systems’ (as in his pieces
dealing with wind or condensation) to ‘social systems’. 12 Haacke started presenting visitor
polls as works of art in 1969 with his Gallery-Goers’ Birthplace and Residence profile at
the Howard Wise Gallery, the viewers becoming cybernetic performers by answering
questions. Polls and profiles would go on to become ever more prominent in the economy,
up to today’s online profiles. Neither a technocratic affirmation nor an abstract rejection,
Haacke’s pieces attempt to play the system, to intervene in it through strategic mimicry.
In the 1970 ‘Information’ show at New York’s Museum of Modern Art, which was shaped
by cybernetics, Haacke presented a poll with one political question, on New York Governor
Nelson Rockefeller’s stance on Vietnam. That Rockefeller was also a MoMA trustee was
not stated, but for those in the know it served to underscore the interrelations between the
art world and other social systems. 13 For Burnham’s ‘Software’ show at the Jewish
Museum, also in 1970, Haacke planned a computer version of the visitor poll, allowing for a
more complex series of questions that he developed in the form of flow chart diagrams.
Due to technical difficulties, this version was not realized. 14 Haacke’s surviving flow
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charts, with their mixture of personal and general political questions, are not so much
about making ‘the system’ transparent as they are about our implication in it, and the
effect of our specific situations on our perceptions and preconceptions.

Hans Haacke, flow chart (one of four sheets) for unrealized version of Visitors’
Profile conceived for Jack Burnham’s Software (1970).

Hans Haacke, flow chart (two of four sheets) for unrealized version of Visitors’
Profile conceived for Jack Burnham’s Software (1970).
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Hans Haacke, flow chart (two of four sheets) for unrealized version of Visitors’
Profile conceived for Jack Burnham’s Software (1970).

In systems theory, ‘the system’ risks becoming a theoretical fetish, a quasi-divine entity
that governs fish and humans alike. But in Haacke’s work the emphasis is not on systemtheoretical analysis so much as it is on intervention in systems. His Visitors’ Profiles and
other pieces constitute interventions in social systems that make visible their peculiar
dialectic of opacity and transparency. Opinion polls were regularly presented as typifying
an ‘open society’ in which the citizen-consumer was ‘king’; on the other hand, certain
sociologists presented such instruments (with some justification) as just another tool in
the arsenal of the ‘hidden persuaders’. Rather than either condemning or praising the
opinion poll, Haacke puts it to use, subverts it – asking questions about Nelson Rockefeller
in a white cube. Haacke’s work makes things visible, but at the same time it does not
presume that making things visible is enough; gestures have to be timed and located very
precisely – as with his Manet-PROJEKT ’74 in Cologne. 15
This is embedded, tactical critique that one could describe – in cybernetic terms – as
mutated and unwanted feedback. If the gesture is too massive or too abstract, the effect is
questionable. Whether ‘revelations’ of ‘hidden secrets’ as such are effective is highly
doubtful. A few years before WikiLeaks went stratospheric, Walid Raad already addressed
the limits of openness in a lecture / performance in which he traced covert CIA rendition
flights and the people and (sham) companies enabling them. As dotted lines appeared
gradually on the projection screen, Raad quoted the mocking questions a friend had asked
him: ‘Is there anything more fashionable anymore than to make public the contradictions
at the heart of the US administration’s war on terror? ... What if these policies are effective
NOT because they have not been examined enough? What if these policies are effective
NOT because no one has bothered to show that they are short-sighted and ill-conceived?
What if those who kidnap and torture today depend on public exposure and visibility as
part and parcel of what they do? In other words, what if these things can go on today
because they are too clearly visible, broadcast live, entirely predictable – in fact, they have
been announced outright in advance?’ 16
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Object and Thing
The issue of the (im)mobility of persons in turn has its counterparts among objects. In
works from 2003 to 2005 such as the film Casio, Seiko, Sheraton, Toyota, Mars, the photo
archive Untitled (Archive Iraq) and the photo / text piece The Site, Sean Snyder has
charted trajectories of a different nature than Raad’s CIA flights, though these trajectories
are equally part and parcel of the ‘War on Terror’ – which in Snyder’s work becomes a
series of appearances of Casio watches, Toyotas, Coke cans and Mars bars in the war
theatre of the Middle East. Here the War on Terror is not about any great ideals but about
access to and the deployment of commodities – products that in Snyder’s work serve as
symptomatic indicators of the real interests at stake. However, their visibility is in turn
oddly opaque, and they seem to be playing games with us – like the whimsical Mars bars
and Spam cans that appear to move around in various images and descriptions of
Saddam Hussein’s underground hideout. Is their presence just another convenient ‘public
exposure’?

Sean Snyder, Untitled, (Archive Iraq), 2003-2005, Lightjet prints on
aluminium. – Courtesy the artist and Lisson Gallery
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Sean Snyder, Untitled, (Archive Iraq), 2003-2005, Lightjet prints on
aluminium. – Courtesy the artist and Lisson Gallery

Sean Snyder, The Site, 2004–2005, Lightjet prints on paper, mounted on
foam board and text panels. – Courtesy the artist and Lisson Gallery

Snyder shows snapshots from the social life of objects. In this, the work can be seen as a
rejoinder to the commodity art of the late 1980s, when pieces by artists such as Haim
Steinbach glorified commodity fetishism as the play of coded difference. ‘Desire’ and
‘code’ were the mots du jour, and the work’s coded differences resulted in a curiously
opaque transparency. The formal play is enjoyable, while the suggestion that it is all that
matters is somewhat unsettling. The simple structures of the triangular shelves with their
evenly spaced commodities no longer claim to be exercises in ‘rational construction’, nor
do they critique such claims. They celebrate their shiny opacity, their literally superficial
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qualities. What matters is surface; the object becomes a projection screen. In spite of or
because of his works’ complicity in a highly destructive economy, Steinbach thus
articulated a very real characteristic of the Reagan era. Precisely in going implementing
the passion for the code, so rigorously, the works retain an oddly resistant quality. 17
But what about the invisible obverse of these commodities’ alluring surfaces? The practice
inaugurated by artist Kobe Matthys in 1992 under the generic name of Agency paralleled
Snyder’s in that it took a decisive step beyond commodity art – in the process reactivating
aspects of the art of the late 1960s and early 1970s, such as Conceptual Art’s focus on
protocols and contracts. Agency collects ‘Things’ whose status has been contested in
lawsuits over intellectual property rights; it ‘convenes’ these Things in the form of
‘assemblies’ (exhibitions or events) that allow for an investigation of these cases. Agency’s
Things range from a TV recording of a trained elephant to computer-generated bingo
numbers, an ‘Uncle Sam’ bank, children’s costumes and various books, records and films.
In all these cases, the main question is whether we are dealing with ‘original works’ that
can be copyrighted, raising questions on subjecthood and authorship. Can a trained
elephant’s behaviour be copyrighted by its trainer? Can a book said to have been dictated
by spirits to a medium be subject to copyright? Can computer-generated bingo numbers?
Two of Agency’s Things are based on the famous magic trick of The Woman Sawn in Half,
which Horace Goldin sought to protect both in copyright law and in patent law in the early
1920s. 18 When a film company released a short subject purporting to show how the trick
was done, Goldin sued, and lost (Thing 000809). Much later, in the 1930s, he sued again
when Camel Cigarettes published an ad in their series ‘It’s fun to be fooled . . . It’s more
fun to know’, which also purported to reveal the truth (Thing 000842). He lost again, in
part because of his own patent, which qualified as public information: at least in theory,
the secret was already out. What is interesting about these Things in particular is that they
almost seem to allegorize the commodity and its magical promise of shiny and eternal
newness – which we know full well hides programmed obsolescence. The lady sawn in
half and reconstituted is the hollow promise of any product: the reversal of entropy.
The notion of the thing is prominent in contemporary theory, and one might say that the
thing has emerged as something that is both more and less than an object. In W.J.T.
Mitchell’s words: ‘“Things” are no longer passively waiting for a concept, theory, or
sovereign subject to arrange them in ordered ranks of objecthood. “The Thing” rears its
head – a rough beast or sci-fi monster, a repressed returnee, an obdurate materiality, a
stumbling block, and an object lesson.’ 19 Rather than building a wall between art and
thingness, the work of art should be analysed as just such a sci-fi monster – a monster
that itself has a secondary agency, as the anthropologist Alfred Gell has argued. 20 While
objects are named and categorized, part of a system of objects, thingness is resistant to
such ordered objecthood. If we grant that works of art are both more and less than other
types of things, this should be regarded not as an incentive to exacerbate and fetishize
those differences, but rather as a point of departure for examining the complex interrelationships between various kinds of things, and the ways in which certain works of art
problematize and transform this very relationship. The Marxian theory of commodity
fetishism has long drawn attention to the ‘theological whims’ of commodities; these
seeming social relationships between things are ultimately seen as distorted reflections of
relationships between people. However, do the commodities in turn not play an active role
in inflecting and shaping human relations? 21
Hito Steyerl’s recent film In Free Fall (2010) focuses on the ‘lives’ of Boeing airplanes that
vegetate on a junkyard in the Mojave Desert, investigating their biographies from Howard
Hughes and the Israeli air force to being recycled as DVDs. Depending on market
fluctuations, planes may be used for movie productions or be sold to China for their scrap
metal. In Free Fall does not fetishize the social relations between things. Both object and
subject – or thing and person – act and are acted upon in a bewilderingly complex political
economy. Steyerl’s cameraman, for instance, lost a significant amount of work in
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Hollywood because of the crash of the DVD market due to online streaming and file
sharing. While it might seem that with In Free Fall, Steyerl ‘has turned from the essayistic
subject to the essayistic object’, it may be more precise to say that the film focuses on
objects as having a certain derivative and secondary agency that affects lives. 22 It is by
making such connections that Steyerl’s film intervenes in an economic system that
instrumentalizes transparency and opacity, openness and secrecy, with equal ease.
(In)Visibility and the Sub-Subject
Visibility does not equal transparency: complete transparency, after all, would pose no
obstacle to light and hence produce no image. One might say that any image is the
product of a particular admixture of opacity and transparency. Images have a tendency to
be used as allegorical emblems, and this is particularly true of images of (relative)
transparency. Think of Berlin’s renovated Reichstag building, which now houses the
Bundestag: while the use of mirrors and glass in de plenary chamber under the central
dome can be somewhat dizzying, the bright space is usually presented as embodying an
open and transparent democracy. Think of Volkswagen’s ‘Transparent Factory’ in Dresden,
in which we are shown how cars are assembled by robots, as if by magic, while we do not
get to see the actual production of the individual parts and the financial and political
wheeling and dealing.

Volkswagen’s so-called ‘Transparent Factory’ (‘Gläserne Manufaktur’) in
Dresden.

As artist Zachary Formwalt notes in his book Reading the Economist (2010) on the basis of
Marx’s notations on The Economist: ‘The invisibility of the instruments of exchange was
the measure of their efficiency; the less visible, the more efficient they were in the
circulation of capital.’ 23 Formwalt’s video film In Place of Capital (2009) muses on the
(un)representability of capital in relation to the invention of photography, and in particular
Fox Talbot’s photographs of the London Stock Exchange, in which passers-by appear as
immaterial spectres due to long camera exposures. Reading the Economist is a similar
montage inquiry into capital and visibility. When a crisis hits, ‘suddenly visible instruments
of exchange are all that will do and the sudden demand for such instruments, for all other
instruments to be converted into cash, or something very close to it, produces a rupture in
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the field of visibility – the financial suddenly appears directly, not as something buried
comfortably behind anonymous glass building facades or company logos in the Business
and Finance sections of the press, but directly on the front pages as people demanding
their money...’ 24

Zachary Formwalt, stills from In the Place of Capital, 2009. HD-video, 24'30".

Zachary Formwalt, stills from In the Place of Capital, 2009. HD-video, 24'30".
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Such scenes, such symptomatic ‘assemblies’, show abstract capital taking on visible form,
congealing into thingness. This is not some abstract gesture of revelation, but a
symptomatic manifestation of tensions within the system, which takes the form of specific
constellations – improvised structures – emerging in the visual plane. If, in this case, this is
the result of unplanned collective action (a kind of swarm-like activity), there are also
possibilities for more strategic interventions that upset the dominant regime of
(in)visibility, its particular collusion of opacity and transparency. Again, such interventions
have to be precise and begin at home, so to speak. They have to show our implication in
something that is more concrete than a / the system – in social structures or networks
that implicate us. How do we intervene in such sub-systemic constellations in ways that
make us visible as something other (either more or less) than the kind of subject to which
we tend to be reduced?
In 2011, a number of artists announced a boycott of the Guggenheim Museum if the
abysmal treatment of workers on the construction site of the Guggenheim Abu Dhabi –
the latest outlet of the McGuggenheim franchise – continued. Walid Raad was one of the
boycott’s initiators, and Hans Haacke supported the campaign. 25 Guggenheims in New
York, in Bilbao, in Abu Dhabi: a system of architectural objects serving the circulation of
other (art) objects that thereby maintain or increase their value. Artists, critics and curators
are supposed to play their part. But what if these labourers, these sub-subjects, were
placed on the agenda as stubborn and opaque persons, rather than as purely abstract
labour power? This political protest created a different kind of visibility by complicating
the official image (of, in this case, the Guggenheim). Though this protest was not a work of
art per se, in this sense it was most certainly a form of aesthetic praxis.
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